
Belaarbi Baabouche middle school 

The first term test 

Level: 3MS                                                             Full name:…………………………………… 

Timing : 1 Hour                                                       Class :……………………….. 

The text: 

       Of all my family , I love my uncle Mario the best. He ‘s my father’s 

brother. He is married , he has many children and he lives with his large family 

in a big farm, near Chelsea. He’s in his late sixties. He can work hard as a young 

man .He can play chess and scrabble very well, but he can’t play computer games 

. My uncle is fond of  raising animals, cultivating the earth and playing board 

games . He still works hard in the fields .He is energetic  and funny , he is 

always working , laughing or telling jokes to entertain himself and others  .He is 

clever ,when he plays with someone else ;he never  loses. He is helpful because 

he is always in need. His friends think  he is honest  because he is the kind of 

person you can  trust .I hope I am as happy as he is when I’m his age .      

                                                                                                                    Addapted from islcollective worksheets                                             

A |Reading Comprehension (7 pts) 

Activity one: Read the text and complete the table . (3pts) 

Abilities Interests Personality features 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

Activity two :Read the text again and answer the following questions.(2pts) 

1-Can uncle Mario play chess?                      …………………………………………………………… 

2-Is he keen on playing video games?          ……………………………………………………………. 

Activity three : Lexis 

Find the synonyms of the followings : 

1-my father’s brother ₌ …….. …………………                                  2-kids ₌…………… 

        Find the opposites of the followings: 

1- never ≠…………………………                                                        2-sad ≠……………………… 
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      Mastery of the language (7pts) 

    Activity one : Order these words to get correct sentences .(2pts) 

      1-help | friends |always | my  | I | .            ……………………………………………………………… 

      2- never |I |rude |am |.                               ………………………………………………………………. 

      Activity two : Tick the correct form of the modal  “can” (2pts) 

                             Weak  |kən|                        strong   |kæn| 

-Can you swim? 

-Yes , I can  swim. 

-Can you dive deep ? 

Yes , I can  . 

Activity three :Add the correct prefix to form the antonyms of these 

adjectives. (3pts)             (Ir - il - in  - im - un - dis )    

………….respectful                      …………….possible                          ……….. imaginative     

………….logical                            ……………capable                            ………..rational 

Situation of integration (6pts) 

       Your are a new member in your school blog. Your friends want to know about 

you. Introduce yourself giving your personal information , your abilities , 

inabilities  ,interests and personality features . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….......................

....................................................................................................................................................... 
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